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The purpose of my presentation is to discuss the progress made in Finland over the past two decades in improving client information management in social welfare. We recognised the importance of making client information more usable and valuable in client work and ended up in developing a comprehensive system to support client work documentation. In this presentation, I will provide an overview of our journey and some of the most significant milestones achieved.



The starting point: concerns…
• Peter is a vocational school dropout and 

addicted to online gambling
• Due to unpaid rents, Peter’s lease has been 

terminated
• Peter resides temporarily at his friends’ 

flats in Helsinki and Tampere
• He has applied for income support in both 

cities and attended rehabilitation work
• Peter rarely gets to see his personal social 

care records
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Peter's journey is an example that makes visible the challenges faced by individuals within the social welfare system. His struggle with educational difficulties extended in various aspects of his life. In addition to his gaming habits and irregular sleep patterns, Peter faced financial instability, leading to the termination of his lease and a transient living situation among his friends' apartments. Seeking support for his livelihood, Peter reached out to social workers in both his hometown of Helsinki and the city of Tampere, where some of his friends reside. Despite attempting to engage in rehabilitation work, he encountered further setbacks and ultimately disengaged from the service. It is worth noting that Peter has had limited access to his own client documents. An opportunity to read the texts might have given a wider understanding on his life. These challenges in Peter's case exemplify the complexities of social welfare and the importance of addressing information management to better serve individuals like him.
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…to be addressed by data 
management development
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• Client information systems in 
Helsinki and Tampere are diverse

• Peter’s social worker has no access
to client data recorded in other
organisations

• Client data can not be shared
electronically

• Data are shared by letter or phone
• Client data are archived on paper

CONCLUSION: NATIONAL EFFORTS ARE NEEDED TO DEVELOP THE USABILITY OF CLIENT DATA IN SOCIAL WELFARE
2003
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One of the primary concerns in social work is the availability of accurate and relevant information about clients. As we know, social work is a knowledge-intensive profession. It heavily relies on up-to-date information regarding clients' living conditions, experiences, and previous service history.Each municipality in Finland traditionally tailored their own client information systems, resulting in variations in documenting practices, document names and contents, and even social service classifications, despite the detailed legislation on social welfare. Due to the diverse nature of client information systems, a significant problem arises. Social workers face limited access to essential information. As a result, crucial details about a client's history, services received, and current situation may remain fragmented and inaccessible, impeding the delivery of comprehensive and holistic care.



Improving the usability of client data
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To illustrate the challenges we faced, and the improvements made, I will present two key dimensions of client data usability: consistency and availability. These dimensions reflect the quality and accessibility of client data. At the starting point, client documents lacked consistency in both content and structure, and were only accessible within the organisation that created them. >Our goal was to create harmonised and coherent information model for client documents in social care. The documents were to be retrievable 24/7 for different purposes. >After extensive collaboration with over five hundred social care professionals, we developed Sosmeta, a web service that standardised client information structures and contents. >Furthermore, we adopted the approach also used in healthcare information management, storing all client data in a national repository called Kanta. This ensured that professionals could access the data whenever and wherever they needed, with proper authorisation.



What are Sosmeta and Kanta?

• National client data model 
consists of more than 220 
client document structures 
and 130 data components

• Document schemas can be 
uploaded into client 
information systems

• Using harmonised document 
structures is mandatory when 
recording social services

• National ICT services for social
and health care client documents

• All client documents are stored in 
one National Data Repository

• Client documents are retrievable
for service providers 24/7

• MyKanta allows citizens to view 
their personal client data

• For social service providers 
deploying Kanta services will be 
statutory in phases from Sept 
2024 onwards
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Sosmeta
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In our efforts to bridge the gap between diverse information systems, we developed these two interconnected solutions: Sosmeta and Kanta. Sosmeta provides social care professionals with up-to-date client document structures, which are then implemented in their respective information systems. Using standardised structures will soon be mandatory by a regulation issued by THL. Even though it is not mandatory yet, Sosmeta is in active use already. All client documents will be stored in the Kanta repository, enabling professionals to access information from other service providers as needed. As a significant part of Kanta services, MyKanta, initially designed for health issues, is presently being extended to social welfare clients, giving them access to their personal data, and control over its transmission and usage across different service providers. To ensure the coverage of client data repository, joining Kanta services will be statutory for public service providers next year and for private sector in 2026.



Harmonised document structures for distribution
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Client Document Structures and Metadata for Social Welfare Client Information

Client Document
Structures Data Components Glossary Feedback
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Sosmeta is built on a comprehensive Client Information Model, consisting of structured client documents and data components. To ensure consistency, we initiated terminological work at the very beginning of the project, harmonising terms and concepts used in client documents and service provision. As a result, Sosmeta contains glossary of concepts essential in social care. Additionally, Sosmeta provides a metadata model for contextual information of client documents. By describing the original context of the documents this comprehensive metadata framework enables efficient retrieval of specific client documents from the repository of millions. This empowers social care professionals to swiftly locate and retrieve the precise information they need for effective decision-making and client support.



Document
Structures in 
Sosmeta
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Document structure: 
Decision of Service in 

Adult Services

Download Schema 
or Excel

Data Component

Data Entry and data 
type
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Here is an example of a client document structure, specifically a decision of service within adult social work. These structures can be downloaded from Sosmeta and implemented in information systems, as they are machine-readable. Social care professionals can browse document structures in Sosmeta to understand the data contents and context, allowing for seamless integration into actual services and workflows.



Kanta-palveluiden tarkennettu rakenne
National Infrastructure in Finland: Kanta ICT Services
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Kanta is a comprehensive set of information and communication services widely utilised in Finnish social and health services. It includes secure collection, storage, and distribution of information. While primarily used by professionals in health and social services and pharmacies, Kanta offers MyKanta interface for citizens to access their personal client data 24/7 and tools to manage data visibility. It also serves as an electronic archive for client documents. Let’s see what Kanta can change! (Animated video clip)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hV-ou9M9oSg


• Peter has a direct access to his personal client data 24/7
• Using MyKanta Peter can control the transmission of his data 

between social and health service providers
• The social worker has access to Peter's client data regardless of 

where they are recorded
• Service providers get structured data for knowledge management
• Data is retrieved for statistics, research and political decisions
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Benefits from Kanta services
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Returning to Peter's case, the MyKanta grants him access to his personal client and patient data. As soon as client documents are stored in the Kanta data pool, they become visible in MyKanta interface. At his first login, Peter receives information about Kanta and is asked to provide consent for the disclosure and transmission of his personal client data between service providers. Even so, the Client Information Act ensures that in specific purposes and situations, the authorities responsible for organising the services have the right to access client information, even without explicit consent. Client data also makes the basis for statistics, research and knowledge management.



Experiences and takeaways along the way
• Terminology work is beneficial in the development of data 

management and provides conceptual clarity
• Developing data management requires multidisciplinary

expertise and many professionals involved
• Harmonisation of client data management is best supported 

by sufficient legislation to safeguard clients' rights and 
equality

• Training social care professionals in structural documenting 
is vital for implementing the results in service production

• ICT providers and developers need close support in 
implementing national definitions in information systems
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Over the years, we have gained extensive experience in improving documentation, document structures, and client document management. Terminological work, based on the ISO standard, has been a critical foundation for development. Digital transition requires collaboration among a large number of experts: terminologists, information systems professionals, social care informatics experts, social services professionals, and, importantly, social services clients. Legislation has also played a significant role in defining the responsibilities for information management development and steering, not to mention safeguarding the clients’ privacy and equal rights.Moreover, it is crucial to acknowledge that changes in documenting and document structures affect not only technology but also workflows and client work practices. Therefore, comprehensive training programs for professionals and support for ICT providers and developers are essential in facilitating this transition.



Towards a 
nationally 

harmonised
management of  

client data in 
social welfare
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Thank you for listening!

Antero Lehmuskoski
Finnish Institute for Health and Welfare
Email antero.lehmuskoski@thl.fi
linkedin.com/in/anterolehmuskoski
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